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Pre-employment testing:
hire the best, faster.









Hire faster. Hire smarter. Hire better.











Try it free















Homepage Form




"*" indicates required fields



Your Name*

First



Last




Work Email*



Work Phone* 

Are you an Employer or Job Seeker?*


Employer




Job Seeker




Mailing List

Sign me up for emails about best hiring, recruiting, and interview practices.











 Submit 
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Rated a Top Talent Assessment Company






























Looking for ways to expedite and facilitate your hiring process? The Hire Talent provides a variety of recruiting and selection tools to help you find the best possible candidate quickly and efficiently.

Trusted by HR managers, small businesses, C-suite executives, hiring managers, and candidates, our tools will save you time and missteps, from recruiting through performance management.































Proven Pre-Employment Assessments






























Discover Hidden Talent

Learn your candidate’s strengths and uncover skill sets that complement your current team.



























Eliminate the Wrong Candidates

Eliminate the wrong candidates long before the interview process begins.



























Select the Best Match

Quickly discover which applicants are likely to be a great match for your corporate culture.































Learn more about our assessment tools































Assessment Testing Library










Welcome to the place where science and hiring experience work together to ensure the perfect candidate fit.





















Personality Assessment Tests
Our personality assessment tests are a quick way to figure out what candidate will suit best each job you have to offer. This can allow you to increase retention, engagement, and success in the workplace for all your employees!

Identify Candidates Who Will Love their Jobs!



 





















Cognitive & Aptitude Assessment Tests
With our cognitive & aptitude tests, employers can predict job performance and identify employees with strong problem-solving and decision-making skills, among others. Such an simple solution to save the company thousands in failed hires!

Hire the Most Intelligent Talent



 





















Skills Assessment Tests
It is hard to find candidates with specific hard skills to make a great fit for your company. Or is it? Our skills assessment tests reveal if your candidates' skills are up-do-date and on par with the job requirements.

Evaluate Hard Skills



 



















Click here to see available tests





















Sales Assessment Tests
Our sales assessment tests will reveal which candidates you can hire to drive revenue and increase your company's bottom line. Out there, you have a potential sales superstar. Let's find them together!

Create the Best Sales Team



 





















Leadership Assessment Tests
The best way to find a great leader is by testing them. Strategically assessing the top contenders with a dedicated battery of leadership tests can make all the difference in your company.

Reveal leadership potential



 































Seven Stages of Hiring










Through our 30+ years of experience, we've developed optimized processes for the 7 stages of finding, hiring, and managing top performers. Here are those 7 processes and our tools to help you make the best possible hiring decisions.
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Setting Expectations

Identify exactly what drives success for the role, what responsibilities will be given, and what the salary will be. Then write out job descriptions, job ads, and all the attendant details. Setting expectations is a crucial aspect of a successful employment process.

Learn more
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Recruitment

Using job postings, referrals and other methods, garner a large pool of applicants. Use our Rapid Recruit Applicant Tracking System to make it easy to cull the list for the best candidates to choose from.

Learn more
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Assessment

Assess which candidates have the personality, aptitude, and skills for the role you need to fill. Avoid picking the wrong person for the job by following the well-defined processes our Assessment Tools encompass. Your company deserves the best talent on the market!

Learn more
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Interviewing

The interview is a critical step in your hiring process, where you'll gauge a candidate's interest level, analyze their past performance, gather references, and determine their desired salary.  Our Candidate Scorecard provides you with clearly defined checkpoints to simplify this process.

Learn more
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Reference Checking

Get insight on any candidate’s previous performance from their direct past supervisor and co-workers.  Our Reference Hunter gives you access to tools for effective automation of this process.

Learn more
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On Boarding

It's important to let new hires know on their first day exactly what they'll be doing, what their resources are, and to establish well-defined goals for them to achieve by specific dates. Our onboarding resources can help you plot a course for their success.

Learn more
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Performance Management

Execute performance evaluations annually, to ensure employees are doing meaningful work and that their workplace allows them to be productive. Knowing where they need to improve and where they're doing well is essential to their growth. Our Performance Management tool makes that a breeze.

Learn more
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The Hire Talent also offers Continuing Education Credits for SHRM and HRCI certifications. Contact us for more information on continuing education credits.






























  
  Trustpilot 
 













Review us...
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Attention job candidates!
Want more information on what to expect in a pre-employment assessment? How to ace an interview?



 
















Learn More





















 



















































Book a Demo of Our Assessments Today!




















"*" indicates required fields



Your Name*

First



Last




Work Email*



Work Phone* 

Are you an Employer or Job Seeker?*


Employer




Job Seeker




Mailing List

Sign me up for emails about best hiring, recruiting, and interview practices.




CAPTCHA



Email
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.




 Submit 












































Our content has been proudly featured on...
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Top Requested Assessments









	Aptitude Assessment Tests
	Attention To Detail Assessment Tests
	Cognitive Ability Assessment Tests
	Personality Assessment Tests
	Leadership Assessment Tests
	Sales Ability Assessment Tests

















Additional Links









	About
	Assessment Manual
	Blog
	Client Login
	Contact Us
	FAQ’s

















Resources









	eLearning
	Guides
	Infographics
	Podcasts
	Presentations
	Videos

















Connect with Us













(833) 332-8378
 














Info@thehiretalent.com
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Manage Consent










To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behavior or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.






Functional



Functional

Always active 






The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.






Preferences


Preferences







The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.






Statistics


Statistics







The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.






Marketing


Marketing







The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.








Manage options
Manage services
Manage {vendor_count} vendors
Read more about these purposes
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View preferences
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